The quest of exact and nonperturbative methods on quantum dissipation with nonlinear coupling environments remains in general a great challenge. In this review we present a comprehensive account on two approaches to the entangled system-and-environment dynamics, in the presence of linear-plus-quadratic coupling bath. One is the dissipaton-equation-ofmotion (DEOM) theory that has been extended recently to treat the nonlinear coupling environment. Another is the extended Fokker-Planck quantum master equation (FP-QME) approach that will be constructed in this work, based on its DEOM correspondence. We closely compare these two approaches, with the focus on the underlying quasi-particle picture, physical implications, and implementations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum dissipation plays crucial roles in many fields of science. Various theoretical methods have been proposed since 1950s, with the focus on reduced system dynamics of primary interest. The revival research witnessed recently in quantum dissipation theory owes partially to its close relation to quantum devices and nanomaterials functions. Accurate and efficient methods are in need nowadays. Exact approaches include the path-integral influence functional formalism [1] , its differential equivalences via the hierarchical-equations-ofmotion (HEOM) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and the related stochastic methods [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, these Feynman-Vernon's influence functional based theories exploit the Gaussian-Wick's theorem that is strictly valid only for linear coupling bath [13] [14] [15] [16] . This would have intrinsically assumed a weak backaction of system on environment.
Exact and nonperturbative treatments would be needed, at least up to the quadratic coupling bath level. The quest here is very challenging, as it goes beyond the Gaussian-Wick's theorem. Along the development of the dissipaton-equation-of-motion (DEOM) approach [17] [18] [19] , we had recently extended this theory with nonlinear coupling bath [20, 21] . The DEOM theory is a second-quantization advancement of the HEOM formalism [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It offers a unified quasi-particle (dissipaton) * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: yanyj@ustc.edu.cn description for coupling environments that can be either bosonic, fermionic, or hard-core bosonic [17] . Dynamical variables are now no longer mathematical auxiliaries, but physically well-defined quantities [17] [18] [19] . Beside the hierarchical dynamics equations governing evolutions, DEOM comprises also the novel dissipaton algebra, especially the generalized Wick's theorem. This enables DEOM a theory for not only the reduced system, but also the hybrid bath dynamics [17] [18] [19] .
This review presents a comprehensive account on the extended DEOM theory, with the linear-plus-quadratic coupling environments [20, 21] . Moreover, we will also construct the Fokker-Planck quantum master equation (FP-QME) via the corresponding DEOM. The FP-QME approach treats explicitly the reduced "coresystem" dynamics [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . It starts with dividing the overall bath into the "first-shell" (solvation hereafter) and "secondary" parts. The core system comprises both the primary system and the directly coupled solvation modes that experience Brownian oscillators motion in the secondary bath environment. The most representing FP-QME is the Caldeira-Leggett's QME [27, 28] . However, it involves the high-temperature treatment on the secondary bath. This significantly compromises the range of applicability, as the underlying solvation dynamics is basically classical [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Caustic corrections are needed to bridge between the classical secondary bath and the primary quantum systems. An improved FP-QME, based on its DEOM equivalence, has been proposed recently [29] [30] [31] , with the caustics being treated in a semiclassical manner.
II. PRELUDE
We will be interested in both DEOM and FP-QME theories of an open quantum system in the presence of linear-plus-quadratic coupling bath environment. Without loss of generality, we focus on the singledissipative mode case. The total system-and-bath composite Hamiltonian assumes the form of [21] H T = H 0 + h B +Q S (α 0 + α 1xB + α 2x 2 B ) (2.1)
While the Hamiltonian H 0 and dissipative modeQ S of system are arbitrary, the bath Hamiltonian h B and solvation coordinatex B assume
Throughout this paper we set =1 and β=1/(k B T ), with k B being the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature.
Adopt the dimensionless solvation coordinate,x B in Eq.(2.2).
Let ⟨Ô⟩ B ≡ tr B (Ôe −βhB )/tr B e −βhB , an average over the bare bath thermal equilibrium ensembles. The effective system Hamiltonian, as inferred from Eq.(2.1), would assume
Set hereafter t≥0 for the time variable, unless further specified.
It is worth noting that Eq.(2.1) is just one prescription of the total composite Hamiltonian, with the specified reference bath of h B . In the presence of nonlinear coupling bath, different reference bath Hamiltonians are no longer mirror image to each other. It requires that the total composition H T be of the prescription invariance, with difference reference bath Hamiltonians. Moreover, the characterization on the coupling bath α-parameters in Eq.(2.1), including α 0 for the energy reorganization, goes beyond the linear response theory. Physically supported models would be needed to complete the characterization of the α-parameters [20, 21] ; see Section IV for further elaborations.
It is also noticed that the solvation coordinatex B , as described in Eq.(2.2), is a macroscopic bath degree of freedom. It couples directly to the system dissipative mode,Q S , and meanwhile it is subject to a Brownian motion in the secondary bath environment. In contract to the DEOM theory in Section III, the extended FP-QME to be developed in Section IV describes the Brownian motion explicitly. In principle, one can have the "core-DEOM" theory, with the linear coupling secondary environment. However, this approach is much more expensive in general, as it accesses also the dynamics of the secondary dissipatons. We will see later that the effects of nonlinear coupling bath could be taken into account via the generalized Wick's theorem (cf. Section III.B).
Turn to the characterization of dissipatons. These are statistical quasi-particles, defined via the linear solvation correlation function in the bare bath ensembles at thermal equilibrium [17] [18] [19] . Let χ B (ω) be the Laplace frequency resolution of the solvation response function. Its real part is symmetric and imaginary part is antisymmetric. The latter reads [14] Imχ B (ω) = 1 2
This defines the solvation bath spectral density, in agree with 
This is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [13] [14] [15] [16] . The time-reversal relation for correlation functions reads [14] ⟨x
To proceed, we exploit a certain efficient and accurate sum-over-poles scheme [32, 33] to decompose the Fourier integrand in Eq.(2.5), followed by the Cauthy's contour integration in the lower-half plane. We obtain
It is easy to show that (i) the individual exponential term arising from the Bose function is real, and (ii) those {γ k } arising from the spectral density function are either real or complex conjugate-paired [8, 18] . In other words, the associate index,k, defined via γk≡γ * k , must also appear in Eq.(2.7). We can therefore express the time-reversal counterpart to Eq.(2.7) via Eq.(2.6) as
The dissipaton decomposition on the solvation coordinate goes as follows,x
Apparently, both Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) are satisfied.
As highlighted above, dissipatons consist of linear and statistically independent macroscopic degree of freedom, arising from the solvation coordinate. Each dissipaton goes by a single exponent, for its forward and backward correlation functions. This feature leads to [17, 18] 
11)
It will lead to the generalized diffusion equation in the DEOM theory, see Eq.(3.2).
III. DISSIPATON-EQUATION-OF-MOTION THEORY

A. Second quantization description
Dynamical variables in the DEOM theory are the socalled dissipaton density operators (DDOs) [17, 18] :
Here,
is an n-dissipatons DDO, with the configuration of n≡{n 1 · · · n K } that is an ordered set of occupation numbers on individual dissipatons. More precisely, the product of n-dissipatons inside the circled parentheses, (· · · )
• , is irreducible. It goes by (f kfj )
• =(f jfk )
• , for Bosonic dissipatons that satisfy symmetric permutation. In other words, Eq.(3.1) resembles the second-quantization representation of a bosonic permanent. The DDOs with fermionic environment are similar, but resemble the Slater determinants, having the occupation numbers of 0 or 1 only, due to the antisymmetric permutation relation [17, 18] . The irreducibility notion, (· · · )
• , is also closely related to the generalized Wick's theorem (cf. Section III.C). This is the most useful ingredient of the dissipaton algebra, which enables DEOM truly a type of "core-system" theory. Apparently, the DEOM space resembles a Fock space in quantum mechanics, with individual elements being the form of ρ(t)= { ρ
Here, L denotes the converged many-dissipaton level.
The generalized diffusion equation, which dictates the influence of h B on DDOs without approximation, reads [17, 18] 
B. The generalized Wick's theorem
The generalized Wick's theorem is the most important ingredient of the dissipaton algebra [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It enables DEOM a theory for entangled system-and-bath dynamics [34] [35] [36] [37] , on top of the hierarchical dynamics an algebraic construction (cf. Section III.C). For bookkeeping, we denote the values of Eq.(2.10) at t→0+ by
Moreover, the irreducibility notion, (· · · )
• in Eq.(3.1), facilitates the presentations below.
Generalized Wick's Theorem-1 (GWT-1) deals with the case of adding one dissipaton each time to DDOs of Eq.(3.1). For the forward action of a dissipaton, it reads [17, 18] :
The associated(n±1)-particle DDO, ρ 
The backward-action counterpart is similar, but with η k being replaced by η * k . Apparently, GWT-1 deals with the linear coupling bath.
GWT-2 is concerned with the quadratic coupling bath, where a pair of dissipatons are added simultaneously each time. This would suggest that GWT-2 read [20, 21] : The ⟨f jfj ′ ⟩ B in the first term takes at the same time for the specified dissipatons pair that are added simultaneously. The associated DDO index, n ±± kj , differs from n≡{n 1 · · · n K } on the specified subindexes, n k and n j , that are replaced by n k ±1 and n j ±1, respectively. By using Eqs. (2.9) and (3.3), we can recast GWT-2 as
The backward-action counterpart is similar, but with η k and η j being replaced by η * k and η * j , respectively.
C. Hierarchical dynamics equations
The complete DEOM theory consists also the hierarchical dynamics formalism for DDOs. Let us start with the time derivative on Eq.(3.1),
•ρ
We evaluate Eq. 
In the absence of quadratic coupling (α 2 =0), Eq.(3.9) reduces to the HEOM formalism [3] [4] [5] [6] . The latter is a path integral influence functional based theory [1] , with {ρ (n>0) n } being considered as mathematical auxiliaries. The above observations validate the generalized diffusion Eq.(2.11) that leads to Eq.(3.2), and GWT-1, Eq.(3.4) or Eq.(3.5), and the time-reversal counterpart. While the conventional diffusion equation [38] and Wick's theorem [14, 15] are concerned only with C-number properties of Gaussian statistics, those two generalizations, Eqs. (2.11) and (3.4), go with reduced operators in the system-subspace, with arbitrary Hamiltonian H S and arbitrary dissipative modeQ S .
Nevertheless, GWT-2, Eq.(3.6) or Eq.(3.7), is subject to further scrutiny. Analytically, we had validated it in the high-temperature regime [20] ; however, numerically, we found it would be only applicable up to a moderate strength of quadratic coupling bath [21] . The above observations would suggest that Eq.(3.7) would be a sort of Ehrenfest mean-field treatment on quadratic coupling bath [21] . We will defer this issue to future study.
IV. THEORY OF NONLINEAR COUPLING BATH DESCRIPTORS
To complete the quantum dissipation theory with nonlinear coupling environments, we shall further have physically supported α-parameters in Eq.(2.1). It is well known that in the presence of quadratic coupling bath, the α-parameters cannot be characterized solely via the linear response theory. Additional information is needed.
In the follow we present an extended solvation model approach to the required linear-plus-quadratic coupling bath descriptors [21] . Let us examine the systembath interaction, the last term of Eq.(2.1). Physically it arises from the surrounding environment rearrangements in response to the dissipative system operatorQ S . The solvation model approach is to rewrite Eq.(2.1) as
Meanwhile, we examine the reference-bath invariance requirement by recasting the last two terms of Eq.(4.1) as
This identity relates between the reference-h B and the reference-h We can then recast Eq.(4.3) in terms of
Here the primed quantities and unprimed ones are associated with the h ′ B -and the h B -based prescriptions, respectively. This follows the spectroscopic notation, as if h ′ B and h B were the molecular nuclear Hamiltonians associated with electronic excited and ground states, respectively [39, 40] . Apparently, the linear and quadratic terms arise from the linear displacement and frequency shift, respectively; i.e.,
To proceed, let us divide the overall bath, h B , into the solvation mode and secondary bath parts. In line with the complete square-form of h B in Eq.(2.2), its partition would read [27, 28] 
As implied here the solvation mode is subject to a Brownian oscillator motion in the secondary bath, with
The latter gives rise to the stochastic random force: (4.8) and also the associated friction kernel:
on the solvation mode. The Langevin equation readṡ
Together withẋ B =Ωp B , we obtain χ B (ω) in Eq.(2.4) the expression [14, 15] ,
with the complex friction function,
It is also easy to obtain [14] J(ω) ≡ 1 2
The first identity defines the secondary interacting bath spectral density (cf. Eq. (2.4) ). Applying Eq.(4.11) for Eq.(4.13) leads toωJ(ω) = Imχ B (ω)/|χ B (ω)| 2 . This is the relation between the secondary interacting bath spectral density and that of the overall one [14, 23] . The interacting secondary bath correlation function reads [cf. Eq.(2.5)]
1 − e −βω (4.14)
Apparently, the complete characterization requires not only the α-parameters, but also χ B (ω) of Eq.(4.11), as inferred from Eq.(2.5).
The expression of h ′ B is similar to Eq.(4.7), but with primed quantities. The secondary bath coordinates are given byx [21] . This is achievable when the radio,c The final results in the h B -based prescription read [21] 
Here, λ≡Ωd 2 /2 denotes the reorganization energy, due to the linear displacement in Eq.(4.6), whereas d 2 /2 amounts to the Huang-Rhys factor.
The h
Meanwhile we have also identified the aforementioned polarization constant to be of (c 
The required nonlinear coupling bath descriptors are now completed.
V. EXTENDED FOKKER-PLANCK QUANTUM MASTER EQUATION
A. Remarks on quantum versus semiclassical bath
It is worth reemphasizing that both the DEOM and FP-QME are "core-system" dynamics theories. While the former reveals the solvation dynamics via generalized Wick's theorem, the latter deals explicitly with the reduced core-system density operator. Here, the overall bath h B of Eq.(2.2) is divided into two parts as Eq. (4. 
]. An exact FP-QME for the reduced core-system density operator, denoted asρ(t) hereafter, would reaḋ
with the quantum Fokker-Planck operator of
One can investigate L exa in the absence of the primary system. This would be equivalent to the Langevin equation (Eq.(4.10)) for the Brownian dynamics of the solvation mode in the secondary bath. In general, the dissipative superoperator, R exa B , depends on the initial condition on the total system-and-bath composite density operator [41, 42] . The resultant R exa B would be quite complicated and also time-dependent [41, 42] . Nevertheless, the general expression goes beyond the scope of this paper, as our main interest is the underlying quasi-particle picture. Simplification arises for the initial ρ B (0)≃ρ eq B or the factorized ρ T (0)=ρ S (0)ρ eq B . In this case we have [43] 
Here, ζ≃ζ(ω=0) denotes the effective friction constant; whereas ⟨x Some subtle issues arise in comparing the exact FP-QME, Eqs. (5.4)-(5.6), to the approximated FP-QMEs that assume a Markov secondary bath, with ζ(ω) in Eq.(4.11) being replaced by the constant ζ; i.e.,
It is easy to show that in this case ⟨p 2 B ⟩ B diverges [14, 15] . As inferred from Eq.(4.13), the Markov secondary bath is ofJ(ω)=ωζ/Ω. However, the resultant correlation funciton, ⟨F (t)F (0)⟩β of Eq.(4.14), is not a white noise, unless assuming further the classical hightemperature (HT) limit of
In this limit, 
It leads to Eq.(5.4) the Caldeira-Leggett's QME [27, 28] ,
This is a mixed quantum-classical theory, with iL core for the coherent core-system dynamics, and R HT B for the classical dissipative solvation dynamics in the secondary bath environment. However, as a classical bath theory, Eq.(5.12) is of a very limited applicability range in the parameters space.
It is anticipated that, as long as the coherent iL core and the incoherent R B are not treated at the same level, a certain caustic compensation would be required. This would give rise to an additional dissipative superoperator, δR SB , that depends explicitly on both the dissipative system and solvation bath modes. The resultant DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/31/cjcp1804083 c ⃝2018 Chinese Physical Society semiclassical FP-QME would assume the form of (see Section V.B)
14)
The 
To facilitate the later construction, we introduce 
The caustic dissipation superoperator assumes also the form of δR SB =α 1 δR
SB . It will be evident later that the final expressions (cf. Eqs. (5.30)-(5.32)) can be conveniently expressed in terms of iV (1) eff ≡ iV 
It is worth to mention that we use L 3.9) ).
B. FP-QME with semiclassical bath
We will be interested in a semiclassical bath, having [30] where
WhileΩ andζ are positive, η + and η − in Eq.(5.23) are complex. Parametrization goes with the so-called minimum-dissipaton ansatz [29] :
with the exact values via Eq.(2.5) on the left-hand-sides, whereĈ
Remarkably, for the Markovian Brownian osciallator of Eq.(5.7), one can analytically solve Eq.(5.25) and further identify its impressive accuracy range in the parameter space [29, 30] . One interesting result is that
which can be recast in terms ofr BO ≡ζ/(2Ω) versus r BO ≡ζ/(2Ω) asΩ/Ω=r BO /r BO ≤1. The lower the temperature the smaller the ratio is, and the equal sign holds in the HT limit of T →∞ only [29] . Introduce three real parameters, δ 0 , δ 1 and δ 2 , via [29, 30] Together with Eqs.(5.25) and (5.27), we obtain
Physically, δ 0 and δ 1 are related to the short-time and long-time caustics, respectively, whereas δ 2 measures the caustic renormalization. These caustic parameters all vanish at the high-temperature limit. The above semiclassical parametrization scheme was originally proposed in Ref. [29] . It has also been used together with Eq.(5.22) in the construction of FP-QME (5.21) via its DEOM correspondence, in the absence of quadratic coupling bath [30] .
In this work, we apply the same construction method on Eq.(5.21) with the linear-plus-quadratic coupling bath. The final results read
where
VI. FOKKER-PLANCK OPERATOR ALGEBRA VERSUS DISSIPATONS DYNAMICS
A. Fokker-Planck operator algebra
In this section, we derive the above FP-QME formalism, via its DEOM correspondence. The latter is just the bi-dissipaton version of Eq.(3.9); see Section VI.B for the details. Exploited will also be the FokkerPlanck operator algebra [38] . The underlying quasiparticle picture will be elaborated in relation to that in Section III.
The derivations will be carried out in the Wigner representation for the solvation mode. While reduced core-systemρ W (t)≡ρ(x B , p B ; t) remains an operator in the system subspace, the superoperators W B and U B in Eq.(5.32) become solvation phase-space operators; i.e.,
Its eigen solutions are analyzed via the similarity transformation, as follows [38] .
Under this transformation,
We havex 
Introduce now the operators,b
(6.10)
These are equivalent tô These lead to Eq.(6.8) the diagonalized form of
(6.14)
Due to the boson-like relations of Eq.(6.13), the standard harmonic oscillator algebra is applicable. We obtainb
where n j =0, 1, · · · , with the normalized ground state,
Further, from (b
, we obtain Eq.(6.14) the eigen solutions,
The physical implications on the above diagonalization will be discussed at the end of this subsection.
Introduce for the later use the scaled (unnormalized) eigenfunctions [30] ,
It is evident below that the phase-space actions on the scaled wavefunctions assume rather compact expressions. For∂ x and∂ p (Eq.(6.5)), applying Eq.(6.10) and then Eq.(6.15), we obtaiñ
Moreover, as the actions on the scaled eigenfunction are concerned,
To conclude this subsection, we like to point out the implications on the above FP operator algebra. First of all, the eigen Eq.(6.18) resembles the generalized diffusion Eq.(3.2). It is noticed that the FP operator itself arises from the bare bath Hamiltonian h B ; see Eq. (4.7) and also the comments following Eq.(5.5). Moreover, one can view Eq.(6.15) and Eq.(6.16) as the manifestation of the generalized Wick's theorem, Eq.(3.4) the GWT-1. The effect of quadratic coupling bath on the eigenfunctions will resemble the GWT-2 Eq.(3.6). The above observations suggest the quasi-particle or dissipaton picture in the FP-QME. Nevertheless, the dissipaton approach provides much simpler algebra also clearer physical picture.
B. The corresponding dissipatons dynamics
To facility the later construction of FP-QME Eq.(5.21) via its DEOM correspondence, we present explicitly the bi-dissipaton version of Eq.(3.9), as follows.
The linear coupling bath related quantities are
The quadratic coupling bath engages Note thatη ± amounts to the pre-exponential coefficient ηk of Eq.(2.8). As specified there, it can now be recast asη , p B , t) , the same similarity transformation used in the LP operator diagonalization; cf. Eq.(6.4). The construction starts with
This variables-separation expression specifies the fact that the FP-QME dynamics is identical to its DEOM counterpart DEOM2. The expansion basis set, {Ψ n1n2 (x B , p B )}, specified in Eq. (6.20) , are those properly scaled eigenfunctions of the LP operators, as we did before for the linear coupling case [30] .
In the following derivations, we adopt the notation of correspondence, "⇔", in which Eq.(6.37) reads
Apparently, it would also lead to the operator-level correspondence ofρ(t)⇔ρ n1n2 (t were defined in Eq.(6.27). The solutions here are
Moreover, by using Eq. 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, we present a comprehensive account on the theories of quantum open system, with quadratic coupling bath environments. It is worth to reemphasize that even the nonlinear coupling bath characterization itself is nontrivial. The results presented in Section IV just represent one of physically supported schemes.
Both the DEOM and FP-QME approaches to the entangled system-and-environment dynamics are presented and scrutinized, with the focus on the underlying quasi-particle picture. Apparently, the DEOM approach enjoys a much clearer physical picture and much more friendly use in evaluating various systems. Nevertheless, the extended FP-QME, which is developed in this work, is carried out with a rather straightforward algorithm. The underlying equivalence between these two dynamics approaches would shed some light on the advancement of the DEOM theory with nonlinear coupling bath environments.
